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Rescuing his daughters from the violent Cates
family, game warden Joe Pickett realizes that his
new adversaries have plotted revenge against his
entire family before teaming up with his friend,
Nate, to take defensive steps.

Encountering a ragged homeless man on her way
to a romantic dinner with her fiancé, Kailey
Crane discovers that the man is the ex she never
got over and confronts an impossible choice
against a backdrop of the 1990s music scene in
Seattle.

by C. J Box

by Sarah Jio
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When a civic-minded high-school senior is
found brutally murdered on the opening night
of the school play, town sheriff and family
friend Del Goodman discovers unsettling truths
about the victim's mesmerizing nature and the
secrets that led to her death.

Moving away from her oppressive parents in
hopes of taking charge of her own life, Beth
takes a job as a school music teacher and initially
resists her attraction to a tattooed mechanic who
is the epitome of everything her conservative
parents fear.

by Mindy Mejia

by Debbie Macomber

Mississippi Blood

The Burial Hour

A conclusion to the best-selling trilogy that
includes The Bone Tree finds a shattered Penn
Cage shut out by his once-revered Southern
doctor father, who is about to be tried for
murder in the wake of revelations about a
mixed-race child and KKK associations.

A return to Deaver's successful series finds
Lincoln Rhyme investigating the abduction of a
traveling businessman from an Upper East Side
street, a case that is complicated by an 8-year-old
girl who was the crime's only witness.

by Greg Iles

by Jeffery Deaver
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Cast out after becoming pregnant by a Nazi
soldier and being forced to give up her baby,
16-year-old Noa snatches a Jewish infant bound
for a concentration camp before passing herself
off as a circus performer and inciting the wrath
of rival aerialist, Astrid.

When a brilliant software engineer falls to his
death from a stateroom suite balcony, the police
are unable to collect needed information from
the victim's tough maiden aunt and enlist the
help of Ali Reynolds to discover that really
happened.

by Pam Jenoff

by Judith A Jance
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War Cry

Explores the lives of a Chinese mother and her
daughter, who has been adopted by an
American couple, tracing the very different
cultural factors that compel them to consume a
rare native tea that has shaped their family's
destiny for generations.

A sequel to Assegai is set in Africa between
World Wars I and II and finds widower Leon
Courtney navigating murky political waters
while his headstrong daughter, Saffron, travels
to culturally contrasting London to attend
Oxford.

by Lisa See

by Wilbur A Smith

